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WEEK  19

WEEK  19 

Fix the sentences.

 1. Mama cuts some aples into litle bits.

 2. Then She bakes a apple pie.

Write one more word that is spelled with  -ent  .

 3. bent   rent   

Write the missing word.

 4. The apple pie is  like a circle.
round   under

Fix the sentences.

 1. I went to there house

 2. put the pencil over their.

Write the opposite.

 3. under   

Circle the contraction that means  they are  .

 4. their   they're   there
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WEEK  19

WEEK  19

Fix the sentences.

 1. annas toy bunny is named Peter Rabbit.

 2. Her left him at my house on friday.

Circle the name that is written correctly.

 3. mr. Peter rabbit   Mr. Peter Rabbit   Mr Peter rabbit

Write the missing word.

 4. She  her coat but left her toy.
took   take

Fix the sentences.

 1. Come with I to see cari's toy puppy.

 2. Here toy puppy sitted on her bed.

Read the sentence. Circle the word that means  the most cute  .

 3. Cari's puppy is the softest, cutest toy!

Write the missing words.

 4.  play at the park every Friday.
Me and my buddy   My buddy and I
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WEEK  19 DAY  5

Look at the pictures. Read the words.

ate eight

Write  ate  or  eight  in each sentence. 
Then read the sentence.

 1. I see  chicks.

 2. We  most of the pizza.

Look at the picture. Use  ate  or  eight  to !nish the sentence.

 3. There are 

 4. I 

eight
ate

eight fish .

ate an apple .


